
1. make a list 
First, make a list of all the things you need to do today. Writing down what you need 
to accomplish and seeing it visually is so different from just thinking about it in your 
head. Having a list makes it easier to focus and is also good for time management.





















2. put them in order 
After you are done making a list, arrange them in order of importance. When you do 
this, it is important to think about the purpose of each task and the overall picture of 
your job. If we forget the main purpose of our work, it makes us spend more time on 
tasks that are not so important. Keep in mind that we always want to work from the 
core, the most important responsibilities and outwards from there. 
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10 keys to living your calling
Discover 10 key philosophies and goals to live by to 
guide us through our work lives and triumphantly 
live our calling. There are key principles that will 
help you get to the heart of work, manage your time 
well, prioritize your work, live with long health and 
vitality, achieve growth, and more. People from all 
walks of life will find the keys to achieving happiness 
and success in their special calling.

The Heart of Work is available on-line at Amazon, 
Barnes & Noble and bookstores nationwide.

www.okawabooks.com

for more inspiration 

READ

4 . make it into a habit
When you come into the office, before you get started with your work, grab a cup of 
coffee, sit down, and make a list of things you need to do that day. Just doing this 
simple trick everyday will enhance your work efficiency, develop time management 
skills, and improve your human relationship. And most of all, you will be stress-free 
and happy! 

3. review / exclude / adjust
After you make a list of your tasks and order them from the most important tasks 
to the least, review them while asking yourself if you really need to do all the tasks. 
Sometimes the small, everyday routine you’ve been doing could be passed down to 
your assistants, and maybe it’s time for you to spend your time on something that 
needs more experience. Work in a way where you are using time efficiently and 
bringing benefit to the company as a whole. 
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